
Randomness -probabilityuses in CS:
- randomized algorithms
- data structures using randomness

-modeling real-world phenomena

Butfirst, we need to learn tocount!

sum rule:1.) ARB =0, then1AUB1=1AlIBI

Productrule:The number ofpairs (x,y)
with xEA, yeB iS 1A1- IBI.

1Ax B1 =(A1.1B)

&XArestauranthas 2 lunch specials.
① soup or salad

② sorp and salad

1) A :Setofsorps =3 chicken noodle, tomato,...3

B:setof salads: [caesar, cobb, house ... 3

How many possibilities are therefor D and &?

& :1A1 +1B)

②:1A). IBI

more general productrule:

1A,x A2 x Ab x ... x Ax1 =1A.1.1Az1. (Agl..... (Ac



#How many 32-bit strings are
there?

010...001
en

32-bit string

190,13"=ne111... 120,11 =2

32 times

Def Given some random process, the
sespace S is the setofall possible
omyomes.

I
also called prob. distribution

Aprobabilityfunction Pr: STIRdescribes
themof thetime thatstS occurs.

& Pr[s] =1
SES

Pr[s]>0 FSES

e

- flipping a coin

S =3 heads, tails?

Pr (heads] =0.5 -ESPr[s]
=0.5+0.5=)

Pr[fails] =0.5



- drawing a card
S =E 2 clubs, 3 clubs, ... 3

Pr[s) =z ks t S

-flipping 2 coins
S =3 <H, H7, <H, T), ST, H),(T,T>3

each has probability0.25

all ofthesehave form probability. But
probabilityfunctions can be non-uniform.

-xyipp' in;aningof it.
IHHHHHH + 7 Pr[Y] =0.2734

i Pr[7] =0.0078

DetAsetofoutcomes is called an event.

ECS, PrCE]:[Pr[s]
StE

ex
-

rustingdesEs
when drawing I card, theprobabilitythat
itis an ace is 4/52 =13.



Theorem 10.4:properties of eventprobs.
Lets be a sample space and ACS, BIS
events. LetF =S-Abe thecomplement of
eventA.

Pr[S] =1 Pr[E] =1-pr[A]
Pr[0] =0 pr[AvB] =Pr[A] + Pr[B]-Pr[A1]

x

- When drawing Icard, whatis the
probabilitythatit's notan ale

S =E all cards?
A =3 Acrubs. A spades. Ahearts. Adiamonds)

Pr[A]:1 - Pr[A] =1-0.75=0.25

-when drawing (and, what's the pros.
thatit's a Q or a heart?

A =EQ clubs, Qhearts, a diamonds, aspades)
B =3 all cards heart?

AVB:I all hearts + 3 queens)
A 1B =3 Q heats 3

Pr[AVB] =Pr[A] +Or[B] -Pr[AnB]
=Y52 +1/52 - 452 =1/52




